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The Geointelligence Revolution 
Real-Time Reconnaissance and Its Dangers 

 
Actors—from lone-wolf terrorists to transnational criminal organizations—will soon have 

geospatial intelligence capabilities currently limited to states. In the next five to ten years, 

increasingly accessible geospatial data will allow adversaries to conduct remote, real-time 

reconnaissance with minimal risk of detection. Improvements in commercial satellite imagery, 

paired with an increase in publicly-available, geolocated data, will empower non-state actors at 

each stage of the attack cycle. U.S. policymakers must prepare for a future in which the 

exploitation of open-access data is a constant threat. 

 

 

 

Introduction  
 

Publicly available geospatial information and aerial imagery are increasingly satisfying the 

reconnaissance needs of terrorist organizations and other non-state actors. As private companies 

compete to convert raw inputs into actionable intelligence and sell their ever-growing stocks of 

data, non-state actors will have access to geospatial intelligence capabilities that were previously 

limited to states. Reconnaissance that once required risky, time-intensive, in-person investigation 

will be carried out instantaneously and remotely. These new geospatial intelligence abilities 

empower non-state actors throughout the attack cycle—target selection, attack planning, and attack 

execution—while simultaneously reducing the ability of states to detect such attacks before they 

occur.1 

 

Non-state actors will benefit as developing technology improves the low-level geospatial 

intelligence abilities that they have adopted over the past 13 years. Anticipating rapid 

improvements in public geospatial intelligence capabilities, the U.S. government must prepare to 

detect and counter attacks by non-state actors exploiting real-time remote reconnaissance. 

 

 

 

Dual-Use Dilemma 

 

“Technology...is a queer thing; it brings you great gifts with one hand and it stabs 

you in the back with the other.”  

– C. Snow2

 

Geospatial intelligence (GEOINT) is the process of deriving intelligence from geospatial 

information and aerial imagery.3 When analyzed, these inputs provide significant situational 

awareness by allowing remote actors to describe, assess, and model physical features and 

geographically referenced activities. The public GEOINT field is growing as actors take advantage 

of emerging GEOINT inputs and analysis abilities. 
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There is an inherent tension between the constructive and destructive applications of GEOINT. 

This dual-use dilemma—in which the same information can be used to advance conflicting ends—

has gone largely unaddressed by the policy community.4 Since low-level GEOINT currently 

available to the public introduces relatively few risks for national security, the benefits of public 

GEOINT have overshadowed its dangers. Mapping storm damage saves the lives of evacuees—

but it may also direct looters to vulnerable areas. Improvements in public GEOINT capabilities 

will enhance both sides of the dual-use dilemma.  

 

 

Dual-Use Dilemma Case Study: Fitness-tracking Devices 

 

Data derived from location-enabled fitness trackers highlights the dual-use dilemma. Many users 

of fitness trackers focus on the personal utility of sharing their workout activity but doing so also 

disseminates revealing geospatial information. Widespread adoption of these devices increases the 

risk posed by making the data they collect publicly available. 

 

One tracking company, Strava, demonstrates the conflicting uses of the same geospatial 

information. While Strava’s publicly available aggregated data provide unique traffic insights to 

city planners, they also inadvertently reveal sensitive information about U.S. military and 

intelligence activities.5 This “social media for athletes” tracks, sells, and displays users’ aggregated 

location data in a heatmap.6 Users have willingly shared their data with the company, often without 

realizing that it will be shared with others. 

 

Publicly available personal location information, such as the data collected and shared by Strava, 

can be exploited to harm U.S. security in three significant ways.  

 

 Locating Secret Facilities.  While covert bases can be difficult to find with commercial 

satellite imagery, the Strava heatmap inadvertently revealed several remote facilities.7 

Many forward operating bases in Helmand province, Afghanistan, including some not 

readily visible on commercial satellite imagery, stood out on the heatmap.8  

 

 Mapping Activity within Facilities.  The Strava heatmap also revealed routines of life 

within and around the facilities it exposed. Aggregated patterns of movement exposed 

transportation routes, internal base layouts, and concentrated activity within military bases 

that revealed potential targets—where troops live, eat, or work. 

 

 Tracking Personal Behavior.  When users failed to navigate Strava’s default privacy 

settings, the app revealed their personal locations and identifying information with the 

public.9 Strava shares identifying information on public leaderboards, with users who cross 

each other’s paths, and among users participating in a given challenge.10 For example, the 

leaderboard for a 600 meter stretch outside an airbase in Afghanistan included the full 

names of over fifty service members who ran it.11 Similarly, the leaderboard of a seven 

kilometer loop around the runway at Djibouti’s Chabelley Airfield reveals the names of 

several runners who completed the route, and even that one of those users was transferred 

to an airbase in Germany in 2016.12  
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The dual-use dilemma applies to not only location-tracking data but also other GEOINT inputs. 

The growing volume and quality of publicly accessible geospatial information and aerial imagery 

will make GEOINT more useful for all actors. Demand for improved public GEOINT abilities is 

inadvertently creating an overlooked opportunity for potential U.S. adversaries. 

 

 

 

Democratization of GEOINT 
 

“The demand, the drive, the ability for geospatial information to really be the basis 

for everything that almost everyone does is what the future’s going to be.”  

–J. Goolgasian13 

 

Policy and technological barriers have previously denied non-state actors access to valuable 

geospatial information and aerial imagery. Until recently, only states could collect and—at their 

discretion—distribute key GEOINT inputs. However, the United States has slowly deregulated 

geospatial industries over the past three decades, allowing companies to provide low-grade 

GEOINT abilities to the public. 

 

 

Geospatial Intelligence Goes Public 

 

Conducting public GEOINT was impossible until the late 20th century since states completely 

controlled the requisite inputs. Potentially sensitive GEOINT inputs reached the public only when 

the government chose to declassify it.14 While restricting access to GEOINT inputs was an 

effective method of mitigating the risks posed by the data, it also stunted commercial growth.15 

 

The United States passed the Land Remote Sensing Policy Act of 1992 to open the satellite 

imagery market to private companies in response to the demands of the scientific community and 

previous failures to commercialize.16 Similarly, in 2000, the United States ended its use of 

Selective Availability—the intentional degradation of civilian Global Positioning System (GPS) 

signals—to make commercial GPS more viable.17 Again, commercial benefits were cited to justify 

the policy change.18 

 

 

Widespread Low-Grade, Public Geospatial Intelligence 

 

Businesses quickly entered the new public GEOINT market, providing consumers with early 

location-tracking devices (such as GPS units), free online maps, and aerial imagery.19 This low-

grade GEOINT quickly became ubiquitous, despite its limited accessibility, granularity, and 

temporal resolution. 

 

Existing public GEOINT has been adopted primarily by four groups. 

 

 Individuals.  Data processed by location-enabled apps, coupled with contextualizing aerial 

imagery have redefined human mobility. Online maps that provide navigation directions 
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for a given environment allow users to operate like locals in foreign settings. Adding 

geospatial information to these maps further enhances their utility. For example, Four-

Square—a location-based social network—shows the location of popular establishments 

and special offers based on users’ location history.20 More sophisticated applications 

display activity—like crowd sizes and bus movements—in real time.21 

 

 Businesses.  Companies use public GEOINT to connect with consumers, analyze market 

dynamics, and monitor equipment. Understanding customer movement has unlocked a new 

field of location-based marketing. For example, geofencing allows companies to send 

notifications to their apps’ users when they are within a certain distance of the store.22 

 

Additionally, companies have come to rely on aerial imagery for corporate reconnaissance 

and monitoring business infrastructure. For example, in 2010, UBS Investment Research 

found that studying satellite pictures of Walmart’s parking lots to estimate customer 

footfall was more effective at predicting quarterly earnings than traditional methods.23 

Furthermore, aerial imagery abilities are quickly replacing in-person monitoring of critical 

infrastructure. Instead of flying over a pipeline to check for damage daily, automated 

analysis of aerial imagery will instantly notify the company when something goes wrong. 

Soon, this aerial imagery analysis ability will extend to tracking delivery trucks in near-

real time.24 

 

 Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs).  Public GEOINT enables humanitarian 

organizations to monitor for human rights violations and facilitate disaster relief efforts 

around the world. 25 Commercial satellite imagery has revealed torched Rohingya villages 

in Burma,26 reeducation camps in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea,27 and mass 

graves in Burundi.28 Analyzing commercial aerial imagery enables humanitarian 

organizations to identify atrocities that would otherwise have gone unnoticed and even 

predict atrocities before they occur.29 

 

To help victims and responders during humanitarian crises, NGOs use GEOINT to create 

online crisis maps—continuously updated, crowdsourced maps—to show damage and 

recovery efforts.30 By overlaying geospatial data reported by the those affected on detailed 

maps and three-dimensional models, analysis groups provide actionable insights to 

organizations on the ground.31 

 

 The U.S. Government.  Since public GEOINT is often less expensive and offers unique 

insights not provided by classified alternatives, it is quickly becoming an integral part of 

the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency’s (NGA) intelligence operations.32 For 

example, Open Street Map aggregates locals’ knowledge, providing an otherwise 

unachievable level of granularity. By synthesizing public and classified GEOINT inputs, 

the NGA can deliver more comprehensive insights.  

 

The U.S. government increasingly relies on commercial analysis. The xView Detection 

Challenge is indicative of this shift.33 This open contest, recently launched by the Defense 

Innovation Unit Experimental (DIUx) and the NGA, harnesses public talent to advance the 

government’s GEOINT capabilities. Contestants use annotated satellite imagery from 
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DIUx to design algorithms that identify objects of interest for disaster relief operations.34 

New and existing algorithms are critical to utilizing the growing abundance of aerial 

imagery and geospatial data produced each day. Integrating commercial data and analysis 

allows the NGA to capitalize on cutting-edge private development and offer its customers 

the best insights as quickly as possible.35 

 

These stakeholders—including the NGA—are working to improve public GEOINT capabilities 

and would be significantly disadvantaged by further restrictions on geospatial information and 

aerial imagery.36 

 

 

Future Access to High-Grade Geospatial Intelligence for the Public 

 

As publicly available geospatial information and aerial imagery grow in volume and quality, 

current users of low-grade public GEOINT will soon have significantly improved capabilities. The 

clear profitability of collecting, analyzing, and distributing GEOINT inputs is leading more 

organizations to enter the public GEOINT market.37 These companies will satisfy the growing 

demand for public GEOINT improvements by providing better inputs and more actionable 

analysis. 

 

 

 

Improving Public Geospatial Intelligence 
 

“A kid in Africa with a smartphone has access to more information [today] than 

the president of the United States did 15 years ago.”  

– R. Kurzweil, 201238 

 

Today, demand for increased public access to enhanced GEOINT drives technological 

developments that will increase the volume, granularity, and temporal resolution of publicly 

available GEOINT inputs. These developments—including improved crowdsourcing, which turns 

large segments of the population into geolocated sensors and miniaturizing aerial imagery 

technology—will significantly improve public GEOINT abilities in the next five to ten years.  

 

 

Improving Geospatial Information 

 

Expanding mobile device usage and internet connectivity, along with emergence of the internet of 

things, allows more real-time geospatial information to be collected at a more granular level. These 

trends improve crowdsourcing—the delegation of data collection or analysis to a wide, largely 

uncredentialled community. Regulating these communities is especially difficult, because it is 

impossible to know what they will create.39 With internet and location-tracking device usage 

increasing, the size of the crowd producing location-based data grows.40 

 

Two primary developments are driving the improvement in geospatial information available to the 

public. 
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 Rise of Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI).  Volunteered geographic information 

is location-based, user-generated content—information users choose to share with the 

world. People share their location for social gain, in-app rewards, or to enjoy personalized, 

location-based special offers and experiences. As more of the public can easily report 

location data, the variety of VGI being collected is quickly expanding beyond traditional 

geotagging. For example, users report police activity and locations through crowdsourcing 

apps like DUI Dodger, Buzzed, and Checkpoint Wingman. These apps display interactive, 

real-time maps of officer locations and notify users when checkpoints are moved or 

established, helping users avoid arrest.41 During the 2011 London riots, the app Sukey 

created an interactive crowdsourced map showing where riot police were and provided an 

interactive compass to steer users away from the police. The information was collected by 

users photographing riot police and uploading geotagged images to a central map.42 

 

Between the status-driven social media scene and ubiquity of location-dependent apps, 

location-sharing has become commonplace. The growing pressure to “check-in” at hot 

spots encourages users to share their location and demand easier ways to do so. Comfort 

with location sharing for social purposes makes individuals more susceptible to the misuse 

of their data through location-based technologies. 

 

 Growth in Ambient Geographic Information (AGI).  Ambient geographic information 

refers to location-based information shared passively, for example, the sale of cellphone 

tracking data that a user inadvertently produces. By connecting more devices, the internet 

of things creates more ambient geographic information.43 These personal trackers—

including insulin pumps, fitness trackers, and connected cars—map the world at a more 

granular level than ever before.  

 

With nearly five billion smartphones globally, a significant portion of the world is 

constantly connected to location-aware computers.44 Continuous tracking has become the 

norm, providing widespread, real-time AGI. Many applications depend on tracking users’ 

locations; over 75 percent of all Android apps track users’ location.45 For example, dating 

apps harness location data to better connect users. Other apps that offer augmented reality 

experiences—in which a geolocated device enhances the physical reality with additional 

features on the screen—introduce a new range of user experiences dependent on tracking 

users’ locations.46 Constantly providing one’s location, and the loss of privacy it entails, is 

becoming an acceptable cost of doing business in the social marketplace. 

 

In an era of ubiquitous smart devices, individuals’ movements across space and time are 

continuously recorded, creating a large stream of data for analysis. Crowdsourcing developments 

will further expand the stock of publicly available geospatial information. Mobile data collection 

is already making information that would have taken months to assemble accessible in just two 

weeks. 47 
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Improving Aerial Imagery 

 

Aerial imagery contextualizes geospatial information, while also offering unique insights of its 

own. With remote sensing technology becoming more affordable, smaller, and easier to produce, 

many companies are entering the aerial imagery market, equipping the public with new GEOINT 

inputs that will soon offer high spatio-temporal resolution coverage of much of the planet. 

 

Two trends are primarily driving improvements in publicly available aerial imagery: 

 

 Proliferation of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs).  Unmanned aerial vehicles are 

becoming increasingly capable and inexpensive. These low-flying, short-ranged systems 

are accessible via personal ownership or companies selling surveillance services. UAVs 

can deliver images with resolutions of one inch within hours, while others offer real-time 

video footage.48 By 2025, total commercial UAV sales are expected to exceed 90 million 

units.49  

 

 Development of Small Satellites (Smallsats).  Lighter, smaller, and easier to build than 

traditional satellites, smallsats have lower production costs and shorter production times. 

This streamlined production allows private companies to launch more satellites, making 

higher revisit rates and even full constellations across low Earth orbit attainable.50 As they 

become less expensive, smallsat constellations will be able to provide a real-time view 

anywhere in the world on short notice. 

 

Smallsat and UAV growth allows more aerial imagery to be collected and continuously updated 

for less money. The explosion in data is moving the aerial imagery field towards enabling anyone 

to conduct real-time reconnaissance on short notice anywhere in the world. 

 

 

New Gatekeeper: Data Brokerage Companies 

 

While technological developments allow an unprecedented volume of GEOINT inputs to be 

collected, much of that data must pass through brokerage companies before a potential adversary 

can use it. These companies act as information chokepoints—aggregating data, repackaging it for 

distribution, and oftentimes converting the inputs into actionable insights. 

 

There are two primary types of companies that connect users to the growing potential of public 

GEOINT: 

 

 Data Brokerage Companies.  In their simplest forms, data brokerage companies collect 

data from the public—often including geospatial and identifying information—and sell it 

to third parties. For example, Strava recently launched a brokerage operation, Strava 

Metro, that sells its users’ spatio-temporal tracking data to urban planners who use for 

analyzing general traffic patterns and predicting future activity.51 

 

With improvements in predictive analytics, geospatial information and analysis will 

become more valuable. While the information is usually sold without personal 
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identification, the uniqueness of each person’s movements makes it possible to match 

ostensibly anonymous tracking records to their creators.52 Some businesses are already 

using individuals’ routines to forecast their future location and provide location-based, just-

in-time offers. 

 

 Aerial Imagery Analysis Companies.  Many new analysis companies are providing 

customers access to both raw and analyzed aerial imagery. Their business model rests on 

converting aerial imagery into actionable intelligence for the public. These companies 

provide a range of products, including detailed, three-dimensional maps for planning in 

urban areas and downloadable, editable maps that provide a common operating picture 

offline.53  

 

As satellite companies like Planet, DigitalGlobe, and Astro Digital produce a growing 

volume of aerial imagery, startups like Descartes Labs, which claims to be “the missing 

link in making satellite imagery useful,” are aggregating, cleaning, and reselling data from 

the crowded field of satellite imagery producers.54 Others, like Orbital Insight, simplify the 

process by providing deliverables that directly answer customers’ questions.55 This rapidly 

growing field allows anyone to take advantage of the improvements in aerial imagery. 

 

Without the services of data brokerage and aerial imagery analysis companies, many of the 

anticipated uses of public GEOINT would be unattainable. Technological developments expand 

these companies’ offerings, significantly increasing their influence. As these companies provide 

enhanced GEOINT inputs and analysis to the public, they are also inadvertently equipping 

potential adversaries to conduct more effective attacks.  

 

 

Evolving Threat: Emergence of Real-Time Reconnaissance 
 

“Our technological powers increase, but the side effects and potential hazards also 

escalate.”  

– A. Toffler56 

 

The United States’ adversaries have used public GEOINT alongside in-person reconnaissance to 

prepare for attacks, but technological developments will soon render in-person reconnaissance 

unnecessary. As public GEOINT offers closer to real-time insights, it will shift from 

complementing in-person reconnaissance to offering superior insights—not only for target 

selection and attack planning, but also for attack execution. This new era of higher-quality public 

GEOINT will increase the risk posed to the United States by adversaries with access to real-time 

reconnaissance. 

 

 

Current Threat Assessment: Low-Grade Public Geospatial Intelligence 

 

Although current public GEOINT capabilities rely on outdated aerial imagery and intermittent 

geospatial information, internet reconnaissance has become commonplace in attack cycles.57 

Criminal networks, terrorist organizations, and other non-state actors have been quick to employ 
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low-grade public GEOINT capabilities, primarily via Google Earth and geotagging on social 

media.58  

 

Access to low-grade public GEOINT has improved two phases of the attack cycle: 

 

● Target Selection.  Location data is automatically embedded in the metadata of most photos 

taken on a cellphone. When a picture is uploaded to social media, connected users can see 

where that person was when the picture was taken. Connecting a photo subject and 

photographer to a given location makes targeting information public. Geotagging reveals 

sensitive information by sharing the specific locations of potential targets. Most users are 

not aware of the threat posed by geotagging, nor do they realize when they are publishing 

geotagged information.59 Nonetheless, savvy actors know that exploiting geotagged 

information can create actionable insights. 

 

Revealing the exact coordinates of targets greatly increases the odds of their destruction.60 

When a fleet of helicopters arrived at an unidentified base in Iraq in 2007, U.S. soldiers 

uploaded pictures to Facebook that revealed their location.61 Insurgents then used the 

photos’ coordinates to launch precision mortar strikes, significantly damaging four of the 

new Apaches.62 Geotagged photos have also led to active shelling of Ukrainian soldiers. 

These soldiers admitted to looking through Russian and separatist social media accounts 

to determine their locations as well.63  

 

 Attack Planning.  Google Earth provided non-state actors aggregated satellite imagery of 

most of the planet for the first time. While it lacks the granularity and temporal resolution 

needed to be as dangerous as many feared, it still revolutionized attack preparation by 

allowing actors to observe spatial relationships, plan attack routes, and identify a target’s 

vulnerabilities.64 

 

Investigating planned attacks frequently reveals Google Earth reconnaissance, including a 

2007 plan to blow up fuel tanks at New York’s John F. Kennedy airport. 65 Satellite imagery 

allowed the would-be attackers to locate the fuel tanks easily, quickly, and remotely. In 

2016, assailants studied Google Maps in preparation for an attack on India’s Pathankot 

Airbase that killed more than ten people.66 The information they used included high 

resolution satellite imagery and geospatial information crowdsourced from locals who 

mapped on-the-ground data as part of Google’s mapathon contest.67 Seeing that forests 

surrounded the base made the terrorists confident that the attack would be “easy.”68 

Likewise, in preparing for the devastating 2008 Mumbai attacks that killed 166 people, 

Lashkar-e-Taiba made extensive use of internet reconnaissance. Handlers and strategists 

searched for and selected targets from Wikimapia and other internet services and provided 

Google Earth imagery to the assailants, who were then able to easily recognize and navigate 

to their targets.69 However, Google Earth provided only incomplete reconnaissance; 

Lashkar-e-Taiba also made several planning trips to Mumbai.70 

 

While states maintain a GEOINT comparative advantage with higher resolution and more 

frequently updated aerial imagery, terrorist organizations have fewer needs. Remote surveillance 

of any kind facilitates attacks by lowering costs, risk of detection, and often offering better 
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intelligence than could be gathered in person. Nonetheless, satellite imagery thus far has been 

unable to replace the insights delivered by in-person reconnaissance. 

 

 

New Threat: Real-Time Remote Reconnaissance 

 

The next phase of public GEOINT abilities is real-time remote reconnaissance, in which potential 

adversaries can remotely conduct all surveillance required to prepare for an attack from a laptop. 

Real-time remote reconnaissance is less expensive, harder to detect, and faster than traditional 

reconnaissance methods. It allows central agents to easily conduct reconnaissance, planning 

attacks for others without exposing themselves to detection. The improving spatio-temporal 

resolution of geospatial information and aerial imagery will soon make this scenario the norm, 

allowing potential attackers to completely forgo in-person reconnaissance—currently a key 

opportunity to detect attacks before they occur. 

 

The combination of local-level knowledge with aerial surveillance allows potential adversaries to 

see around physical obstacles and gain enhanced situational awareness throughout three general 

phases of the attack cycle. 

 

 Target Selection.  Improved public GEOINT abilities reveal vulnerabilities that would 

otherwise be difficult to detect. Understanding physical environments, defensive 

structures, and security operations facilitates sophisticated target selection. This knowledge 

allows planners to compare vulnerabilities across a wider array of potential targets more 

quickly and easily than in-person reconnaissance would allow. 

  

 Attack Planning.  Real-time remote reconnaissance facilitates attack planning more 

effectively than either on-site reconnaissance or asynchronous remote reconnaissance. 

Visualizing the minutia of an operating environment enables attackers to prepare escape 

routes, plan for contingencies, and otherwise develop knowledge approaching that of a 

local.71 Public GEOINT will provide detailed insights allowing attackers to make precise 

plans without risking in-person detection. 

 

 Attack Execution.  By showing attackers and their handlers where responders, victims, and 

other entities are as an attack unfolds, real-time remote reconnaissance will provide 

attackers unprecedented situational awareness.72 Knowing how the environment is 

changing will help assailants inflict greater damage and escape more easily. Attackers have 

used live television to track responses in real-time, but that method offers a more 

incomplete and avoidable picture. For example, Lashkar-e-Taiba handlers watched news 

accounts of the 2008 Mumbai attacks on television to learn about the movement of security 

forces.73 Real-time reconnaissance, including live aerial imagery, will provide more 

holistic and reliable situational awareness. 

 

Improving public GEOINT enhances potential adversaries’ abilities throughout the attack cycle. 

Real-time remote reconnaissance better equips non-state actors to plan attacks, evade detection, 

and inflict greater harm. As technology continues to develop, the real-time reconnaissance era will 

be the new reality. 
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A Counter-GEOINT Future 

 

“When everything is connected, nothing can be hidden.”  

– M. Goodman74 

 

The United States has restricted access to satellite imagery to protect potential targets from 

GEOINT reconnaissance—a policy approach known as “prior restraint.” Improvements in public 

GEOINT renders those policies insufficient and untenable. Prohibiting access to certain types of 

satellite imagery does not address the vulnerabilities that public geospatial information reveals, 

and the growing volume and usefulness of satellite imagery makes denying access costlier. 

 

Instead the United States should prepare for counter-GEOINT operations to address the imminent 

democratization of high-level GEOINT abilities. As the real-time remote reconnaissance era will 

allow potential adversaries to prepare attacks without in-person surveillance, it is imperative to 

develop alternative detection methods. The NGA has acknowledged the need for counter-GEOINT 

policy but has not publicly offered any specifics.75  

 

 

Shortcomings of Prior Restraint Policy 

 

Current prior restraint policies seek to mitigate the dangers of public GEOINT by denying some 

users access to certain subsets of satellite imagery. Each U.S. remote sensing company’s 

operations license is contingent upon their compliance with international obligations76 and U.S. 

national security policy.77 Compliance requirements take two basic forms—they limit either 

acquiring or disseminating certain satellite imagery. To protect national security, statutory 

restrictions additionally limit the spatial resolution of satellite imagery, prohibit collection on 

select sensitive sites,78 and bar selling satellite imagery to certain buyers.79 

 

Current regulations include two main exceptions that allow the government to censor satellite 

imagery beyond baseline licensing restrictions. 

 

 Emergency Shutter Control.  When national security, international obligations, or foreign 

policies are at risk, the Secretary of Commerce may require satellite imagery companies to 

further limit their collection or dissemination of certain images.80 This controversial policy 

has never been implemented.  

 

 Checkbook Shutter Control.81  The U.S. government can buy exclusive rights to all the 

satellite imagery it seeks to remove from the market.82 Before entering Afghanistan in 

2001, the Pentagon bought all available commercial satellite imagery of the region, 

denying anyone else access for the first three months of the war.83 As more companies are 

producing more satellite imagery, buying out the entire market for a given region is 

becoming more expensive.84  

 

Three primary flaws are making meaningful prior restraint policy unachievable. 
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 Significant Costs to Other Users.  Denying access to GEOINT inputs hurts the many 

humanitarian, social, and commercial enterprises that also rely on public GEOINT. With 

commercial satellite imagery playing a growing role in their operations, the costs of 

denying access are rising. As access to real-time satellite imagery becomes the norm, 

attempts to delay the release of certain images may undercut their usefulness. These costs 

will continue to rise as commercial satellite imagery plays a bigger role  

 

 Alternatives to Regulated Satellite Imagery.  Foreign entities provide satellite imagery that 

is banned in the United States. 85 While many top satellite imagery companies are currently 

U.S.-based, the market is going global. Furthermore, geospatial information and aerial 

imagery from UAVs reveal the same vulnerabilities as would satellite imagery.86 Reducing 

the satellite imagery’s quality has little effect when the same information can be readily 

acquired elsewhere.87 

 

 Undermines U.S. Satellite Imagery Market.  Requiring U.S. companies to degrade their 

satellite imagery reduces their ability to compete and creates a profit-incentive for 

companies to move overseas where the United States has less regulatory control. 

Restrictions that drive U.S. companies to offshore makes prior restraint a self-defeating 

policy. 

 

Data restrictions undercut the many constructive uses of satellite imagery, fail to deny potential 

adversaries significant GEOINT insights, and drive satellite imagery companies overseas. Current 

prior restraint policies can no longer be relied on to defend the United States against the dangers 

presented by potential adversaries using public GEOINT. 

 

 

Counter-GEOINT Solution  

 

The challenge of regulating dual-use information is balancing its constructive and destructive 

potential. However, the high risks of public GEOINT do not necessarily mean that they outweigh 

the benefits. Instead of denying all users access, the United States should pursue strategies to 

mitigate the risks, while maintaining the benefits of public GEOINT. Many of public GEOINT’s 

most significant destructive applications involve soft, civilian targets; the growing utility of high-

level, public GEOINT in those areas makes restricting access too costly. 

 

Nonetheless, the threats enabled by public GEOINT abilities are too significant to go unmonitored. 

Data brokerage and imagery analysis—which for now are predominantly U.S.-based—distribute 

potentially dangerous GEOINT. These information chokepoints are the only way to access the 

most advanced public GEOINT capabilities. Prohibiting companies from operating will force them 

abroad and beyond the reach of future U.S. regulations. Rather than limiting their operations, the 

United States should monitor them. As pre-attack reconnaissance moves entirely online, 

reconnaissance detection efforts must do so as well. 

 

Three general strategies can best lessen the risks from public GEOINT without undermining its 

benefits. 
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 Precise Restrictions.  For highly-sensitive sites—such as military bases—the destructive 

potential of sharing GEOINT inputs outweighs its benefits. Those facilities can best be 

protected by denying any form of surveillance. Imposing legal shutter control on domestic 

companies and checkbook shutter control on foreign companies can minimize the 

dangerous aerial imagery available. These sites should also block location tracking on their 

premises by prohibiting location information sharing and using jammers to make location 

tracking impossible.88 

 

 Mandatory Reporting.  All U.S. companies should be required to report the sale of 

geospatial information, aerial imagery, or GEOINT analysis. By collecting buyer and data 

subject information, the United States can detect remote reconnaissance as it happens. 

Since many companies offer specialized data and analysis, the best reconnaissance will 

likely include multiple purchases from different companies. Aggregating purchase data 

will reveal where reconnaissance is being targeted. Analyzing those patterns can reveal 

potential plots and establish investigation subjects, thereby allowing attacks to be detected 

before they occur. 

 

 International GEOINT Agreement.  While most public GEOINT is currently facilitated by 

U.S. companies, GEOINT companies are proliferating worldwide. To ensure continued 

security as the market diversifies beyond the reach of U.S. regulations, the United States 

should work with the international community to coordinate policies for selling GEOINT 

inputs. Doing so will create a more comprehensive and reliable monitoring network, 

enabling plots to be detected even when potential adversaries buy GEOINT products from 

companies in different countries. While there are instances in which states will assist non-

state actors’ GEOINT operations, in most cases public GEOINT’s dangers affect all states. 

 

Prior restraint and other blanket GEOINT denial programs are too clumsy for the future public 

GEOINT market. They undermine too many benefits of public GEOINT, while failing to address 

too many dangers. For example, U.S. regulations forced satellite imagery company DigitalGlobe 

to degrade the wild fire imagery it provided to the Alberta Provincial Government. Regulations 

required that nearly three-fourths of the data be discarded, needlessly limiting the insights provided 

to the firefighters.89 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

“Without location, there is no context.” 

– C. Fake90 

 

Terrorist organizations and other asymmetric actors regularly use the best GEOINT capabilities 

available. While the initial democratization of GEOINT led to its use in planning many attacks, 

technological improvements that make far more current and granular GEOINT inputs available to 

the public will significantly increase the threat enabled by public GEOINT. The combined shift 

towards increased granularity and temporal resolution of crowdsourced geospatial information, 

aerial imagery, and automated analysis accessible to the public will allow non-state actors to 
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remotely conduct real-time reconnaissance within the next five to ten years. If unaddressed, this 

GEOINT upgrade will make attacks more dangerous, easier to plan, and harder to detect.  

 

The real-time reconnaissance era emerging in the next five to ten years is just the beginning. Public 

GEOINT will continue improving. What is exclusively the domain of states today will be 

proprietary tomorrow. What is proprietary today will be open source tomorrow. Open source 

resources already can match many of the core capabilities of key industry players.91 For now, the 

most threatening capabilities are sold, not open access, making monitoring data sales an effective 

means of tracking potentially threatening GEOINT operations. By adopting counter-GEOINT 

monitoring practices and encouraging their standardization worldwide, the United States can 

maximize the utility and mitigate the dangers of improving public GEOINT. 
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